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Abstract
We show that the half-integrands in the CHY representation of tree amplitudes give rise to
the definition of differential forms – the scattering forms – on the moduli space of a Riemann
sphere with n marked points. These differential forms have some remarkable properties. We
show that all singularities are on the divisor M 0,n\M0,n. Each singularity is logarithmic and
the residue factorises into two differential forms of lower points. In order for this to work,
we provide a threefold generalisation of the CHY polarisation factor (also known as reduced
Pfaffian) towards off-shell momenta, unphysical polarisations and away from the solutions
of the scattering equations. We discuss explicitly the cases of bi-adjoint scalar amplitudes,
Yang-Mills amplitudes and gravity amplitudes.
1 Introduction
In this article we bring three things together, which really should be viewed together: (i) the
Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) representation of tree-level n-point scattering amplitudes [1–3], (ii)
the moduli space M0,n of nmarked points on a Riemann surface of genus zero and (iii) “positive”
geometries / “canonical” forms, as recently discussed by Arkani-Hamed, Bai and Lam [4]. The
integrand of the CHY representation for bi-adjoint scalar amplitudes, Yang-Mills amplitudes and
gravity amplitudes is constructed from two factors, a cyclic factor (or Parke-Taylor factor) and
a polarisation factor (also known as reduced Pfaffian). We show that the cyclic factor and the
polarisation factor lead to differential (n−3)-forms Ωcyclicscattering and Ωpolscattering, respectively, on the
compactification M 0,n of M0,n, such that the only singularities of the differential forms Ωscattering
are on the divisor M 0,n\M0,n. Each singularity is logarithmic and the residue factorises into two
differential forms of lower points. These scattering forms figure prominently in the recent work
by Mizera [5, 6]. The scattering forms are cocycles and Mizera has shown that the amplitudes
are intersection numbers of these cocycles, twisted by a one-form derived from the scattering
equations.
We put “positive” geometry into quotes. The reason is the following: The solutions of the
scattering equations are in general complex and correspond to points in M0,n. Only for very spe-
cial external momenta p are the solutions of the scattering equations real [7–9]. If the solutions
are real, we may limit ourselves to the space of real points M0,n(R). This is a positive space in the
sense of Arkani-Hamed, Bai and Lam [4], with boundary M 0,n(R)\M0,n(R). However, we are
interested in the general situation. This forces us to work throughout the paper with the complex
numbers C instead of the real numbers R. For simplicity we write M0,n instead of M0,n(C). We
find that the notion of “positivity” is not essential, what is essential is the structure of the divisor
M 0,n\M0,n, which generalises in a straightforward way from the real case M 0,n(R)\M0,n(R)
towards the complex case M 0,n(C)\M0,n(C).
We also put “canonical” form into quotes. Here, our reason is as follows: The word “canoni-
cal” implies, that the differential form is unique for a given geometry. For example, following [4]
the differential form for 3 external particles is a 0-form and should for positive geometries be
equal to ±1, depending on the orientation. For pseudo-positive geometries the value zero is also
allowed. We find this to be the case for Ω
cyclic
scattering. However, we also have Ω
pol
scattering, which in
the three-point case reduces to the 0-form given by the three-point amplitude (up to a factor ±i,
depending on the orientation). As the geometry of the space always stays the same (we always
look at M0,n), we are forced to give up the requirement that for n = 3 the differential 0-form
takes the values {−1,0,1} and allow the more general situation that for n = 3 the differential
0-form is given by the corresponding three-point amplitude (up to a factor ±i, depending on the
orientation).
There is a second – and a slightly more subtle – reason why we put “canonical” into quotes.
As mentioned above, for three external gauge bosons the 0-form Ω
pol
scattering is given (up to simple
proportionality constants) by the three-point amplitude. This is supplemented by an infinite
(countable) tower of additional 0-forms involving auxiliary particles, such that in the factorisation
at n-points only a finite number of additional 0-forms occur. The additional 0-forms vanish for
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on-shell kinematics, but are non-zero for off-shell kinematics. They are closely related to the
construction of BCJ-numerators from an effective Lagrangian. It is known that starting from
n= 5 such an effective Lagrangian is not unique. This implies that for n≥ 5 there is more than
one possibility to define Ω
pol
scattering.
The CHY representation of Yang-Mills amplitudes and gravity amplitudes involves one or
two polarisation factors E(p,ε,z). The standard definition of the polarisation factor E(p,ε,z) (for
on-shell momenta p, transverse polarisations ε and values z satisfying the scattering equations) is
given in terms of a reduced Pfaffian. We will need a threefold generalisation of the polarisation
factor: towards off-shell momenta p, unphysical polarisations ε and general values z ∈ M0,n,
not restricted to the zero-dimensional sub-variety defined by the scattering equations. We give a
definition of the polarisation factor for this general case, which agrees with the reduced Pfaffian
for on-shell momenta, transverse polarisations and on the sub-variety defined by the scattering
equations.
Let us mention that shortly after our paper appeared on the arXive, ref. [10] appeared on
the arXive, where scattering forms on the kinematic space of Mandelstam variables are studied.
Ref. [10] defines a kinematic associahedron, where positivity conditions for all planar Lorentz
invariants si1,...,ik and constraints −si j = ci j > 0 for non-adjacent Lorentz invariants with 1≤ i<
j ≤ (n−1) are imposed. With these constraints, the scattering forms on the kinematic space are
related by a push-forward to the scattering forms discussed in our paper. In this paper we do not
impose the positivity conditions nor the constraints −si j = ci j > 0.
This paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we introduce our notation and review a few
basic concepts. The moduli space M0,n of n marked points on a Riemann surface of genus zero
and its compactification M 0,n plays a prominent role in this paper and we review the definition
and essential properties in section 3. Section 4 contains the main part of this paper. We study
the scattering forms and exhibit some remarkable properties. Our conclusions are contained
in section 5. In the appendix we collected useful information on the standard definition of the
reduced Pfaffian and technical details on proofs.
2 Review of basic facts
2.1 Notation
Let us consider a scattering process with n massless particles in D space-time dimensions within
the Born approximation. We denote the momenta of the external particles by p = {p1, ..., pn}.
By convention we take all momenta to be outgoing, momentum conservation reads therefore
n
∑
i=1
pi = 0. (1)
If all external particles are gauge bosons, we denote by ε = (ε1, ...,εn) the polarisation vectors.
Let I be a subset of {1,2, ...,n}. We set
pI = ∑
i∈I
pi (2)
3
and
sI = p
2
I . (3)
Let σ = (σ1, ...,σn) be a permutation of (1, ...,n). A cyclic order is defined as a permutation
modulo cyclic permutations (σ1,σ2, ...,σn)→ (σ2, ...,σn,σ1). We may represent a cyclic order
by an n-gon, where the edges of the n-gon are indexed clockwise by σ1, σ2, ..., σn. A dihedral
structure is defined as a permutation modulo cyclic permutations and reflection (σ1,σ2, ...,σn)→
(σn, ...,σ2,σ1). We may represent a dihedral structure by an n-gon, where the edges of the n-gon
are indexed either clockwise or anti-clockwise by σ1, σ2, ..., σn. This is illustrated in the left
picture of fig. (2).
We will need a few definitions related to graphs. In the following we consider tree graphs
with n external legs. For a graph G we denote by E(G) the set of the internal edges and by se the
Lorentz invariant corresponding to the internal edge e.
We denote by Tn(σ) the set of all cyclic ordered tree diagrams with trivalent vertices and
external cyclic order σ. The number of graphs in the set Tn(σ) is given by
|Tn(σ)| = (2n−4)!
(n−2)!(n−1)! . (4)
Two diagrams with different external orders are considered to be equivalent, if we can transform
one diagram into the other by a sequence of flips. Under a flip operation one exchanges at a
vertex two branches. We denote by CO(G) the set of cyclic orders obtained from the graph G by
flipping in all possible ways the branches at the vertices. The number of cyclic orders in the set
CO(G) is given by
|CO(G)| = 2n−2. (5)
We denote by Tn(σ)∩Tn(σ˜) the set of graphs compatible with the external orders σ and σ˜ and
by nflip(σ, σ˜) the number of flips needed to transform any graph from Tn(σ)∩Tn(σ˜) with the
external order σ into a graph with the external order σ˜. The number nflip(σ, σ˜) will be the same
for all graphs from Tn(σ)∩Tn(σ˜).
We denote by Un the set of all unordered tree graphs with trivalent vertices. The number of
graphs in this set is given by
|Un| = (2n−5)!! = 22−n (2n−4)!
(n−2)! . (6)
Let Gunordered ∈ Un be an unordered tree graph. We may draw this graph as a cyclic ordered
graph in 2n−2 different ways. Let G be one possibility. We denote by co(G) the cyclic order of
G. If G′ is another possibility of drawing Gunordered as a cyclic ordered graph, the relative sign
between the two graphs is given by
(−1)nflip(co(G),co(G′)) . (7)
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The following formula is useful to exchange summation orders:
∑
σ∈Sn/Zn
∑
G∈Tn(σ)
= ∑
G∈Un
∑
σ∈CO(G)
(8)
This formula says that it is equivalent either to sum first over all cyclic orders and then within a
given cyclic order over all graphs contributing to it, or to sum first over all unordered graphs and
then over all cyclic orders compatible with this graph. In practice the summands will depend on
cyclic ordered graphs. For unordered graphs we will have to pick a cyclic ordered representative
and take relative signs between equivalent representatives into account.
Let us also introduce a notation to specify tree graphs with a fixed cyclic order and trivalent
vertices. We follow ref. [11]. Let us assume that the cyclic order is (1,2, ...,n). If we single
out one specific external leg (usually we take the last leg n), we speak of a rooted tree, the root
being given by the external leg which we singled out. We may specify a rooted tree by brackets
involving the remaining legs, for example
[[1,2] ,3] (9)
denotes the rooted tree
1 2 3
4
.
(10)
In addition we consider non-rooted trees. We define a concatenation operation for two rooted
trees: Let T1 and T2 be two rooted trees with roots r1 and r2. Then we denote by (T1,T2) the
non-rooted tree obtained from T1 and T2 by joining the two roots by an edge. As an example we
have: 

1 2
r1
,
3 4
r2

 =
1
2 3
4
(11)
The concatenation operation is symmetric:
(T1,T2) = (T2,T1) . (12)
If T1, T2 and T3 are rooted trees, we have the obvious relations
([T1,T2] ,T3) = ([T2,T3] ,T1) = ([T3,T1] ,T2) . (13)
Every rooted tree can be viewed as a non-rooted tree by simply forgetting that one external leg
has been marked as a root.
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2.2 Amplitudes
In this paper we consider the bi-adjoint scalar amplitudesmn(σ, σ˜, p), the Yang-Mills amplitudes
An(σ, p,ε) and the graviton amplitudes Mn(p,ε, ε˜). The bi-adjoint scalar amplitude mn(σ, σ˜, p)
depends on two cyclic orders σ and σ˜ and arises in the double colour decomposition of the full
bi-adjoint tree amplitude:
mn (p) = λ
n−2 ∑
σ∈Sn/Zn
∑
σ˜∈Sn/Zn
2 Tr(T aσ(1) ...T aσ(n)) 2 Tr
(
T˜ bσ˜(1)...T˜ bσ˜(n)
)
mn (σ, σ˜, p)
(14)
The double-ordered amplitude mn(σ, σ˜, p) is rather simple and explicitly given by
mn (σ, σ˜, p) = i(−1)n−3+nflip(σ,σ˜) ∑
G∈Tn(σ)∩Tn(σ˜)
∏
e∈E(G)
1
se
. (15)
The partial Yang-Mills amplitude An(σ, p,ε) appears in the (single) colour decomposition of the
full Yang-Mills tree amplitude:
An (p,ε) = g
n−2 ∑
σ∈Sn/Zn
2 Tr(T aσ(1) ...T aσ(n)) An (σ, p,ε) . (16)
It is well known that we may eliminate the four-gluon vertex in Yang-Mills theory by introducing
an auxiliary tensor particle [12–14] with propagator
[µν] [ρσ] = − i
2
(
gµρgνσ−gµσgνρ
)
, (17)
and vertex
1,µ 2,ν
3, [ρσ]
=
i√
2
(gµρgνσ−gµσgνρ) . (18)
This allows us to compute An(σ, p,ε) from tree diagrams with trivalent vertices only. Thus we
may write
An = i(−1)n−3 ∑
G∈Tn(σ)
NFeynman(G) ∏
e∈E(G)
1
se
, (19)
where the numerators NFeynman(G) are given by Feynman rules. Note that the numerators are not
BCJ-numerators. Although they do satisfy the anti-symmetry relations, they do in general not
satisfy Jacobi relations. It is however possible [15–17] to express An in a form similar to eq. (19)
An = i(−1)n−3 ∑
G∈Tn(σ)
NBCJ(G) ∏
e∈E(G)
1
se
, (20)
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with numerators NBCJ(G) satisfying anti-symmetry relations and Jacobi relations. It is further
possible to obtain the BCJ-numerators from an effective Lagrangian [11, 17]
LYM+LGF =
1
2g2
∞
∑
n=2
L (n), (21)
where L (n) contains n fields. The terms L (2), L (3) and L (4) agree with the standard terms. Let
us introduce the Lie-algebra valued field
Aµ =
g
i
T aAaµ. (22)
Then the terms L (2), L (3) and L (4) are given by
L (2) = −2Tr Aµ✷Aµ,
L (3) = 4Tr
(
∂µAν
)
[Aµ,Aν] ,
L (4) = −gµ1µ3gµ2µ4gν1ν2
∂ν112∂
ν2
34
✷12
Tr
[
Aµ1 ,Aµ2
][
Aµ3 ,Aµ4
]
. (23)
The subscripts on the derivatives indicate on which fields they act. For L (4) we have introduced
a factor 1/✷12, which assigns an intermediate propagator to the four-gluon vertex. Note that
this factor cancels against the factor (−gν1ν2∂ν112∂ν234) =✷12. Leaving the two factors uncancelled
keeps the information on the assignment of terms to diagrams with three-valent vertices only.
This corresponds exactly to the introduction of an auxiliary particle through eq. (17) and eq. (18).
The terms L (n) for n ≥ 5 are equivalent to zero. They ensure that BCJ-numerators are ob-
tained from the Feynman rules. To give an example we may take for L (5)
L
(5) = 4gµ1µ3gµ2µ4
∂
µ5
1
✷123
(
Tr
[[[
Aµ1 ,Aµ2
]
,Aµ3
]
,Aµ4
]
Aµ5
+Tr
[[
Aµ3,Aµ4
]
,
[
Aµ1 ,Aµ2
]]
Aµ5 +Tr
[[
Aµ4 ,
[
Aµ1 ,Aµ2
]]
,Aµ3
]
Aµ5
)
. (24)
The term L (5) is equal to zero due to the Jacobi identity involving the expressions [Aµ1 ,Aµ2], Aµ3
and Aµ4 . However, the term L
(5) generates a five-valent vertex. This five-valent vertex gives a
non-vanishing contribution to individual numerators. In a partial amplitude the sum of all terms
related to the five-valent vertex adds up to zero. We note that the terms L (n) for n ≥ 5 are not
unique. For example, we may replace in eq. (24)
4gµ1µ3gµ2µ4∂µ51 → 4gµ1µ3gµ2µ4∂µ51 −4a
(
gµ1µ3gµ2µ4∂µ51 −gµ1µ3gµ4µ5∂µ24
)
, (25)
where a is a free parameter.
From the effective Lagrangian in eq. (21) we obtain BCJ-numerators, which are polynomials
in p and ε. The BCJ-numerators NBCJ(G) inherit their graph structure from the underlying graph
G. Let I be a subset of {1,2, ...,n}. We say that NBCJ(G) factorises in the channel I, if there is an
edge e ∈ G, such that sI = se, otherwise we say that NBCJ(G) does not factorise in the channel I.
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In other words, the factorisation channels of a graph G correspond exactly to the internal edges
(or propagators) of the graph.
Combining the anti-symmetry of the vertices and the Jacobi identity one has
1
2 3
4
=
1
2 3
4
−
1
3 2
4
. (26)
Eq. (26) is called a STU-relation. With the help of eq. (26) we may reduce any tree graph with
n external legs and containing only trivalent vertices to a multi-peripheral form with respect to 1
and n. We say that a graph is multi-peripheral (or in comb form) with respect to 1 and n, if all
other external legs connect directly to the line from 1 to n, i.e. there are no non-trivial sub-trees
attached to this line. A graph in multi-peripheral form can be drawn as
1
α2 α3
...
αn−1
n.
(27)
Let us set κ = (1,α,n). We denote the BCJ-numerator of a multi-peripheral graph by
NBCJcomb (κ) . (28)
There are (n−2)! multi-peripheral BCJ-numerators, indexed by a permutation (α2, ...,αn−1) of
(2, ...,n−1).
After this excursion towards BCJ-numerators let us turn back to scattering amplitudes. The
graviton amplitudeMn(p,ε, ε˜) is obtained by expanding the Einstein-Hilbert action
LEH = − 2
κ2
√−gR (29)
around the flat Minkowski metric
gµν = ηµν +κhµν. (30)
hµν is the graviton field. The polarisation of a graviton is described by a product of two spin-1
polarisation vectors:
either ε+µ ε˜
+
ν or ε
−
µ ε˜
−
ν . (31)
For n external gravitons we collect the first polarisation vector in ε, and the second polarisation
vector in ε˜.
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2.3 The scattering equations
Let us consider z= (z1,z2, ...,zn) ∈
(
CP1
)n
with zi 6= z j. One defines for 1≤ i≤ n
fi (z, p) =
n
∑
j=1, j 6=i
2pi · p j
zi− z j . (32)
The scattering equations are given by [1–3]
fi (z, p) = 0, i ∈ {1, ...,n}. (33)
For fixed momenta p a solution of the scattering equations is a point z ∈ (CP1)n, such that the
scattering equations in eq. (33) are satisfied.
The scattering equations are invariant under the projective special linear group PSL(2,C) =
SL(2,C)/Z2. Here, Z2 is given by {1,−1}, with 1 denoting the unit matrix. The matrix
g=
(
a b
c d
)
∈ PSL(2,C) (34)
acts on all z j by
g · zi = azi+bczi+d , i ∈ {1, ...,n}. (35)
We write g · (z1, ...,zn) = (g · z1, ...,g · zn). If (z1,z2, ...,zn) is a solution of eq. (33), then also
(z′1,z
′
2, ...,z
′
n) = g · (z1,z2, ...,zn) is a solution. Two solutions which are related by a PSL(2,C)-
transformation are called equivalent solutions. From Bézout’s theorem [18] it follows that there
are (n−3)! inequivalent solutions of the scattering equations not related by a PSL(2,C)-trans-
formation.
Following [5] one defines a one-form η by
η =
n
∑
i=1
fi (z, p)dzi. (36)
The one-form η defines the twist, such that amplitudes are expressed as twisted intersection
numbers of two cocycles. The two cocycles are differential (n− 3)-forms, and their properties
are the subject of this paper.
2.4 The CHY representation of amplitudes
There are a large variety of theories, in which the Born amplitudes have a CHY representation,
i.e. the Born amplitudes can be written in the form
An = i
∮
C
dΩCHY F (z) . (37)
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The measure dΩCHY is defined by
dΩCHY =
1
(2pii)n−3
dnz
dω ∏
′ 1
fa (z, p)
, (38)
where
∏ ′
1
fa (z, p)
= (−1)i+ j+k (zi− z j)(z j− zk)(zk− zi) ∏
a6=i, j,k
1
fa (z, p)
, (39)
and
dω = (−1)p+q+r dzpdzqdzr(
zp− zq
)(
zq− zr
)(
zr− zq
) . (40)
The primed product of 1/ fa is independent of the choice of i, j, k and takes into account that
only (n− 3) of the scattering equations are independent. The quantity dω is independent of
the choice of p, q, r and corresponds to the invariant measure on PSL(2,C). The integration
contour C encircles the inequivalent solutions of the scattering equations. Under PSL(2,C)-
transformations the integrand F(z) transforms as
F (g · z) =
(
n
∏
j=1
(
cz j+d
)4)
F (z) . (41)
It is often the case that F(z) factors
F (z) = F1 (z)F2 (z) , (42)
where each factor transforms as
Fi (g · z) =
(
n
∏
j=1
(
cz j+d
)2)
Fi (z) , i ∈ {1,2}. (43)
We call the factors F1(z) and F2(z) half-integrands. In this paper we consider the standard ex-
amples of amplitudes in a bi-adjoint scalar theory, Yang-Mills theory and gravity. For these
amplitudes the CHY integrand is constructed from two building blocks, a cyclic factor C(σ,z)
defined by
C (σ,z) =
1
(zσ1− zσ2)(zσ2− zσ3) ...(zσn− zσ1)
, (44)
and a polarisation factor E(p,ε,z). The original definition of the polarisation factor in terms of a
reduced Pfaffian is given in appendix A. The CHY integrands are then given by
Fbi−adjoint = C (σ,z)C (σ˜,z) ,
FYM = C (σ,z)E (p,ε,z) ,
10
Fgravity = E (p,ε,z)E (p, ε˜,z) . (45)
Each half-integrand defines a (n−3)-form
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) = C (σ,z)
dnz
dω
,
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) = E (p,ε,z)
dnz
dω
. (46)
Mizera [5] has shown recently that the amplitudes are given as twisted intersection numbers of
these forms, twisted by the one-form η, i.e.
mn (σ, σ˜, p) = i
(
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) ,Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ˜,z)
)
η
,
An(σ, p,ε) = i
(
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) ,Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z)
)
η
,
Mn(p,ε, ε˜) = i
(
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) ,Ω
pol
scattering (p, ε˜,z)
)
η
, (47)
where (A,B)η denotes the intersection number of two cocycles twisted by η. Eq. (47) depends
only on the values of the scattering forms on the sub-variety defined by the scattering equa-
tions. However, the scattering forms Ω
cyclic
scattering and Ω
pol
scattering themselves do not know about the
scattering equations. The scattering equations enter only through the twist η. It turns out that
the cyclic scattering form Ω
cyclic
scattering has in addition nice mathematical properties away from the
zero-dimensional sub-variety defined by the scattering equations. In this paper we study these
properties. We also show that with a suitable re-definition of the polarisation factor E(p,ε,z) the
same properties hold for the scattering form Ω
pol
scattering.
2.5 Multivariate residues
In this paragraph we review multivariate residues of differential forms. We follow ref. [19]. Let
X be a n-dimensional variety and Y a co-dimension one sub-variety. Let us choose a coordinate
system such that Y is given locally by z1 = 0. Assume that Ω has a pole of order k on Y . Then Ω
may be written as
Ω =
dz1
zk1
∧ψ+θ, (48)
where the (n−1)-form ψ is regular and non-vanishing on Y , and the n-form θ has at most a pole
of order (k−1) on Y . We may reduce poles of order k > 1 to poles of order 1 and exact forms
due to the identity
dz1
zk1
∧ψ+θ = d
(
− ψ
(k−1)zk−11
)
+
dψ
(k−1)zk−11
+θ. (49)
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Thus every form Ω is equivalent (up to an exact form) to a form Ω1 with at most a single pole on
Y . For
Ω1 =
dz1
z1
∧ψ1+θ1, (50)
we set
ResY (Ω1) = ψ1|Y , (51)
and if Ω1 is equivalent to Ω up to an exact form
ResY (Ω) = ResY (Ω1) . (52)
Multivariate residues are defined as follows: Suppose we have two co-dimension one sub-
varieties Y1 and Y2 defined by z1 = 0 and z2 = 0, respectively. Again we may reduce higher
poles to simple poles modulo exact forms. Let us therefore consider
Ω =
dz1
z1
∧ dz2
z2
∧ψ12+ dz1z1 ∧ψ1+
dz2
z2
∧ψ2+θ, (53)
where ψ12 is regular on Y1∩Y2, ψ j is regular on Yj and θ is regular on Y1∪Y2. One sets
ResY1,Y2 (Ω) = ψ12|Y1∩Y2 . (54)
Note that the residue is anti-symmetric with respect to the order of the hypersurfaces:
ResY2,Y1 (Ω) = −ResY1,Y2 (Ω) . (55)
Multivariate residues for several co-dimension one sub-varieties Y1, ..., Ym are defined analo-
gously.
3 The moduli space of genus 0 curves with n distinct marked
points
Let us consider a Riemann sphere (i.e. an algebraic curve of genus zero) with n distinct marked
points. The moduli space of genus 0 curves with n distinct marked points is denoted by
M0,n =
{
z ∈ (CP1)n : zi 6= z j}/PSL(2,C) . (56)
M0,n is an affine algebraic variety of dimension (n−3). We may use the freedom of PSL(2,C)-
transformations to fix three points. The standard choice will be z1 = 0, zn−1 = 1 and zn = ∞.
Thus
M0,n =
{
(z2, ...,zn−2) ∈ Cn−3 : zi 6= z j, zi 6= 0, zi 6= 1
}
. (57)
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Figure 1: The moduli space M0,5(R) (left). The region X is bounded by z2 = 0, z3 = 1 and
z2 = z3. The right figure shows M 0,5(R), obtained from M0,5(R) by blowing up the points
(z2,z3) = (0,0), (z2,z3) = (1,1) and (z2,z3) = (∞,∞).
We denote the set of real points by M0,n(R):
M0,n (R) =
{
(z2, ...,zn−2) ∈ Rn−3 : zi 6= z j, zi 6= 0, zi 6= 1
}
. (58)
In fig. (1) we sketch the moduli space M0,5(R). In this example the region X is bounded by z2 =
0, z3 = 1 and z2 = z3. In general there will be points, where the boundaries do not cross normally.
For the region X in the example above this occurs for (z2,z3) = (0,0) and (z2,z3) = (1,1). We
denote by M 0,n the blow-up of M0,n in all those points, such that in M 0,n all boundaries cross
normally. In this way the region X of our example transforms from a triangle in M0,5(R) into a
pentagon in M 0,5(R).
3.1 The Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen compactification
Let us now review a systematic way to construct M 0,n. There is a smooth compactification
M0,n ⊂M 0,n, (59)
known as the Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen compactification [20–23], such that M 0,n\M0,n is a
smooth normal crossing divisor. In order to describe M 0,n we follow ref. [24]. The construction
proceeds through intermediate spaces M pi0,n, labelled by a dihedral structure pi, such that
M0,n ⊂ M pi0,n ⊂M 0,n. (60)
Let z = (z1, ...,zn) denote the set of the n marked points on the curve. In the following we will
use the notation
M0,z (61)
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ze ze
Figure 2: A hexagon, where the edges are labelled by the cyclic ordered variables (z1,z2, ...,z6)
(left picture). The middle picture shows the chord (2,5). Right picture: A chord divides the
hexagon into two lower n-gons, in this case two quadrangles.
for M0,n. This notation allows us to distinguishM0,z′ from M0,z′′ if z
′ and z′′ are two non-identical
subsets of z with k elements each (i.e. z′ 6= z′′ but |z′|= |z′′| = k). Let pi denote a permutation of
(1, ...,n), which defines a dihedral structure. We may draw a regular n-gon, where the edges are
labelled by zpi1 , zpi2 , ..., zpin in this order. In order to keep the notation simple let us assume that
pi= (1,2, ...,n). Then the edges are labelled by z1, z2, ..., zn. A chord of the polygon connects two
non-adjacent vertices and may be specified by giving the two edges preceding the two vertices
in the clockwise orientation. Thus (i, j) denotes the chord from the vertex between edge zi and
zi+1 to the vertex between the edge z j and z j+1. There are
1
2
n(n−3) (62)
chords for a regular n-gon. We denote by χ(z,pi) the set of all chords of the n-gon defined by the
set z and the dihedral structure pi. Each chord defines a cross-ratio as follows:
ui, j =
(
zi− z j+1
)(
zi+1− z j
)(
zi− z j
)(
zi+1− z j+1
) . (63)
The cross-ratio is invariant under PSL(2,C)-transformations. Each cross-ratio defines a function
M0,z → CP1\{0,1,∞}, (64)
or equivalently
M0,z → C\{0,1}. (65)
The set of all cross-ratios for a given dihedral structure pi defines an embedding
M0,z → Cn(n−3)/2. (66)
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One defines the dihedral extension M pi0,z of M0,z to be the Zariski closure of the image of this
embedding. The Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen compactification is obtained by gluing these charts
together:
M 0,z =
⋃
pi
M pi0,z, (67)
where pi ranges over the (n−1)!/2 inequivalent dihedral structures.
3.2 The dihedral extension
Central to our study will be the dihedral extension M pi0,z. We recall that the construction of M
pi
0,z
requires the specification of a dihedral structure pi (i.e. a permutation up to cyclic permutations
and reflection). We will need a few properties of the dihedral extension M pi0,z [24]:
1. The complement M pi0,z\M0,z is a normal crossing divisor, whose irreducible components
are
Di j =
{
ui, j = 0
}
, (68)
indexed by the chords (i, j) ∈ χ(z,pi).
2. Each divisor is again a product of spaces of the same type: Let us consider a chord (i, j).
This chord decomposes the original polygon (z,pi) into two smaller polygons, as shown in
fig. 2. We denote the new edge by ze. The set of edges for the two smaller polygons are
z′∪{ze} and z′′∪{ze}, where z= z′∪ z′′ and z′∩ z′′ = /0. The two smaller polygons inherit
their dihedral structures pi′ and pi′′ from pi and the chord (i, j). We have
Di j ∼= M pi′0,z′∪{ze}×M pi
′′
0,z′′∪{ze}. (69)
3.3 The associahedron
Let us now consider the space of real points. For a given set z and dihedral structure pi we set
Xpi0,z =
{
ui, j > 0 : (i, j) ∈ χ(z,pi)
}
(70)
and
X
pi
0,z =
{
ui, j ≥ 0 : (i, j) ∈ χ(z,pi)
}
. (71)
One has
M0,n(R) =
⊔
pi
Xpi0,z, (72)
where pi ranges again over the (n−1)!/2 inequivalent dihedral structures.
For a given set z and dihedral structure pi the cell X
pi
0,z is called a Stasheff polytope or associ-
ahedron [25–28]. The associahedron has the properties
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1. Its facets (i.e. codimension one faces)
Fi j =
{
ui, j = 0
}
, (73)
are indexed by the chords (i, j) ∈ χ(z,pi).
2. From eq. (69) it follows that each facet is a product
Fi j = X
pi′
0,z′∪{ze}×X
pi′′
0,z′′∪{ze}. (74)
3. Two facets Fi j and Fkl meet if and only if the chords (i, j) and (k, l) do not cross.
4. Faces of codimension k are given by sets of k non-crossing chords. In particular, the set
of vertices of X
pi
0,z are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of triangulations of the
n-gon defined by the set z and the dihedral structure pi.
Properties (1) and (2) are the analogues of eq. (68) and eq. (69), respectively.
3.4 Coordinates on M pi0,z
Let us now fix a dihedral structure pi. Without loss of generality we may take the cyclic order
to be (1,2, ...,n). Let us consider a chord from χ(z,pi). Due to cyclic invariance we may limit
ourselves to chords of the form (i,n). With the gauge choice z1 = 0, zn−1 = 1 and zn = ∞ we
have
u2,n =
z2
z3
, ... u(n−3),n =
zn−3
zn−2
, u(n−2),n = zn−2, (75)
and hence
zi =
n−2
∏
j=i
u j,n, i ∈ {2, ...,n−2}. (76)
Thus we may use as coordinates on M pi0,z instead of the (n− 3) coordinates (z2, ...,zn−2) the
(n−3) cross-ratios (u2,n, ...,un−2,n). We have
dn−3z =
(
n−2
∏
j=3
u j−2j,n
)
dn−3u. (77)
Let us now fix i0 ∈ {2, ...,n−2}. We will study the limit ui0,n → 0. The chord (i0,n) splits the
polygon into two smaller polygons. We set z′ = (z1,z2, ...,zi0) and z
′′ = (zi0+1, ...,zn). As before
we label the new edge by ze. One of the two smaller polygons has the edges z′ ∪{ze} and the
dihedral structure pi′ = (1,2, ..., i0,e), the other smaller polygon has the edges z′′∪{ze} and the
dihedral structure pi′′ = (e, i0+1, i0+2, ...,n). In the limit ui0,n→ 0 we have
lim
ui0,n→0
ui, j = 1 (78)
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for any chord (i, j) ∈ χ(z,pi) which crosses the chord (i0,n) ∈ χ(z,pi).
Let us express the cyclic factorC(pi,z) in the new variables u j,n. We have
lim
zn→∞
z2n C (pi,z) =
n−2
∏
j=2
u1− jj,n
(
u j,n−1
)−1
. (79)
Thus
C (pi,z)
dnz
dω
=
(
n−2
∏
j=2
1
u j,n
(
u j,n−1
)
)
dn−3u. (80)
4 The scattering forms
In this section we study the scattering forms
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) = C (σ,z)
dnz
dω
,
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) = E (p,ε,z)
dnz
dω
. (81)
The polarisation factor E(p,ε,z) will be defined below. These scattering forms have interesting
properties:
1. The scattering forms are PSL(2,C)-invariant.
2. The twisted intersection numbers give the amplitudes for the bi-adjoint scalar theory (cyclic,
cyclic), Yang-Mills theory (cyclic,polarisation) and gravity (polarisation,polarisation).
3. The only singularities of the scattering forms are on the divisor M 0,n\M0,n.
4. The singularities are logarithmic.
5. The residues at the singularities factorise into two scattering forms of lower points.
In addition, the scattering forms have specific properties under permutations: The scattering form
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) is invariant under cyclic permutations and satisfies the Kleiss-Kuijf relations [29].
The scattering form Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) is permutation-invariant.
The most remarkable property is certainly the factorisation of the residues. Please note that
we do not require a particular kinematic limit in the momenta variables, like one momentum
soft or sI → 0 for a subset I of {1,2, ...,n}. The factorisation of the residues of the scattering
forms holds for any momentum configuration p. The factorisation of the residues is illustrated in
fig. (3). We may iterate this procedure and take multiple residues. Taking the maximal number of
residues produces a 0-form and corresponds to a triangulation of the n-gon. Each triangulation
defines a dual graph G with trivalent vertices, as shown in fig. (4), and conversely, every dual
graph with trivalent vertices defines a triangulation. The (n− 3)-fold maximal residue is given
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Figure 3: We may visualise a scattering form on M pi0,n as shown in the left figure: The dihedral
structure defines an n-gon, each external line of the scattering process crosses one edge of the
n-gon. In the limit ui0,n → 0 the residue factorises into two scattering forms of lower points, as
shown in the right figure.
Figure 4: A hexagon with a triangulation, given by the dashed lines. The dual graph is shown
in red.
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by the numerator of the dual graph. This graph factorises into three-valent vertices, where a sum
over internal polarisations and particle flavours is understood.
Property 2 has been shown recently by Mizera [5]. We believe that properties 3− 5 for
Ω
cyclic
scattering are known to experts in the field, the fact that the singularities of Ω
cyclic
scattering are logarith-
mic is shown in [6]. These properties can also be inferred from the conference talks [30,31]. The
essential new ingredient of this paper is that Ω
pol
scattering can be defined with the same properties.
4.1 The cyclic scattering form
Let us start with
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) = C (σ,z)
dnz
dω
. (82)
PSL(2,C)-invariance is straightforward. Property (2) is the statement that with
Ω = Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) , Ω˜ = Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ˜,z) (83)
one has
mn (σ, σ˜, p) = i
∮
C
dΩCHY C (σ,z) C (σ˜,z) = i
(
Ω,Ω˜
)
η
, (84)
where (Ω,Ω˜)η denotes the twisted intersection number of Ω and Ω˜ with twist η (defined in
eq. (36)). The last equality has been shown recently by Mizera [5].
Property (3) is also clear: The cyclic factorC(σ,z) becomes singular whenever two z’s adja-
cent in the cyclic order σ coincide:
zσi = zσi+1 . (85)
These points are on the divisor M 0,n\M0,n.
In order to show points (4) and (5) we have to work a little bit more. We consider the
dihedral extension M pi0,n. Without loss of generality we may take pi = (1,2, ...,n). Further let
i0 ∈ {2, ...,n−2}. The variable i0 defines a chord (i0,n) and a cross-ratio ui0,n. We now consider
the behaviour of Ω
cyclic
scattering(σ,z) in the limit ui0,n → 0. Since we fixed pi = (1,2, ...,n), the other
permutation σ = (σ1, ...,σn) is arbitrary. Let us call
zσi− zσ j (86)
a bond connecting the edges zσi and zσ j . This is illustrated in fig. 5. We say that a bond (zσi−zσ j)
crosses the chord (i0,n) if(
σi ∈ {1, ..., i0} and σ j ∈ {i0+1, ...,n}
)
or
(
σ j ∈ {1, ..., i0} and σi ∈ {i0+1, ...,n}
)
.
Now let us look at the cyclic factor
C (σ,z) =
1
(zσ1− zσ2) ...
(
zσn−1− zσn
)
(zσn− zσ1)
. (87)
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z1
z2
z3 z4
z5
z6
Figure 5: A hexagon with the dihedral structure pi = (1,2,3,4,5,6). The dashed line shows the
chord (3,6). The dotted red lines show the bonds corresponding to the cyclic factor C(σ,z) for
σ = (1,3,2,4,5,6). The bonds (z2− z4) and (z6− z1) cross the chord (3,6).
We are interested in the number of bonds crossing the chord (i0,n). It is easy to see that this
number must be even and that there are at least two bonds crossing the chord (i0,n). The maximal
number of bonds crossing the chord (i0,n) is given by
2min(i0,n− i0) . (88)
We call σ and pi equivalent with respect to the chord (i0,n)
σ ∼ (i0,n) pi, (89)
if there are exactly two bonds inC(σ,z) crossing the chord (i0,n). It is not too difficult to see that
this is the case if and only if σ can be written (after a suitable cyclic permutation) in the form
σ =
(
σ′1, ...,σ
′
i0,σ
′′
i0+1, ...,σ
′′
n
)
(90)
with
σ′j ∈ {1, ..., i0} and σ′′k ∈ {i0+1, ...,n}. (91)
If σ and pi are equivalent with respect to the chord (i0,n)we define the induced dihedral structures
σ′ and σ′′ to be
σ′ =
(
σ′1, ...,σ
′
i0,e
)
, σ′′ =
(
e,σ′′i0+1, ...,σ
′′
n
)
. (92)
These considerations are helpful to answer the following question: How many factors of ui0,n
does the cyclic factorC(σ,z) produce, if we change the variables from the z j’s to the cross-ratios
u j,n’s? A bond
zσi− zσ j (93)
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gives a factor ui0,n if σi,σ j ∈ {1, ..., i0} and no factor of ui0,n in all other cases. Thus C(σ,z) has
a factor
u
ncross
2 −i0
i0,n
, (94)
where ncross denotes the number of bonds crossing the chord (i0,n). We obtain the maximal
(negative) power of ui0,n
u1−i0i0,n , (95)
if σ is equivalent to pi with respect to the chord (i0,n). In all other cases we obtain fewer powers
of 1/ui0,n. Combined with the factor
ui0−2i0,n (96)
from the measure we obtain a single pole 1/ui0,n if σ is equivalent to pi with respect to the chord
(i0,n), and no pole in all other cases. This proves property (4).
Let us now look at the residues. If σ ≁(i0,n) pi there aren’t enough negative powers of ui0,n
from the cyclic factors C(σ,z) to produce a non-zero residue. If σ ∼(i0,n) pi the scattering form
Ω
cyclic
scattering(σ,z) has a single pole at ui0,n = 0. The chord (i0,n) divides the polygon with dihedral
structure pi into two smaller polygons with dihedral structures pi′ and pi′′, respectively. As σ is
equivalent to pi with respect to the chord (i0,n) we have the induced structures σ′ and σ′′. On
the polygon with dihedral structure pi′ we use the coordinates u2,n, ...,ui0−1,n, on the polygon
with dihedral structure pi′′ we use the coordinates ui0+1,n, ...,un−2,n. We denote by Y be the
hypersurface given by ui0,n = 0. After cancelling common factors of (ui0+1,nui0+2,n...un−2,n)
from the numerator and the denominator one finds
ResYΩ
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) =
{
(−1)i0−1Ωcyclicscattering (σ′,z)∧Ωcyclicscattering (σ′′,z) if σ ∼(i0,n) pi,
0 otherwise.
(97)
Thus we see that the residue factorises into two scattering forms of lower points. The factorisa-
tion of the residue is illustrated in fig. (3).
The scattering form Ω
cyclic
scattering(σ,z) inherits the transformation properties under permutations
from the cyclic factor C(σ,z). It is invariant under cyclic permutations and satisfies the Kleiss-
Kuijf relations [29]. Let α= (α1, ...,α j) be a permutation of (2, ..., j+1) and β= (β1, ...,βn−2− j)
a permutation of ( j+2, ...,n−1). Then
Ω
cyclic
scattering ((1,α,n,β),z) = (−1)n−2− j ∑
σ∈α βT
Ω
cyclic
scattering ((1,σ,n),z) , (98)
where α  βT denotes the set of all shuffles of α with βT = (βn−2− j, ...,β1), i.e. the set of all
permutations of the elements of α and βT , which preserve the relative order of the elements of α
and of the elements of βT .
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4.1.1 Examples
Let us give a few examples. We consider M pi0,n with pi = (1,2, ...,n). We fix z1 = 0, zn−1 = 1 and
zn = ∞. We have
dnz
dω
= zn (zn−1)dz2∧dz3∧ ...∧dzn−2. (99)
Let us first discuss the case n = 3. For three particles the scattering form Ωcyclicscattering(σ,z) is a
0-form. On M pi0,3 the scattering form is given by
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) = ±1, (100)
depending on whether σ is an even or odd permutation of pi = (1,2,3).
For n= 4 and σ = pi = (1,2,3,4) we obtain
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) =
dz2
z2 (z2−1) =
du2,4
u2,4 (u2,4−1) . (101)
The residue at u2,4 = 0 is given by
Resu2,4=0 Ω
cyclic
scattering = −1. (102)
Let us now consider the case n= 5. For σ = pi = (1,2,3,4,5) we obtain
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) =
dz2∧dz3
z2 (z2− z3)(z3−1) =
du2,5
u2,5
(
u2,5−1
) ∧ du3,5
u3,5
(
u3,5−1
) . (103)
We have the residues
Resu2,5=0 Ω
cyclic
scattering = −
du3,5
u3,5
(
u3,5−1
) , Resu3,5=0 Ωcyclicscattering = du2,5u2,5 (u2,5−1) . (104)
For general n we have for σ = pi = (1, ...,n)
Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) =
dz2∧ ...∧dzn−2
z2 (z2− z3) ...(zn−3− zn−2)(zn−2−1)
=
du2,n
u2,n (u2,n−1) ∧ ...∧
dun−2,n
un−2,n (un−2,n−1) . (105)
For the residues we find
Resui0 ,n=0 Ω
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) = (−1)i0−1
du2,n
u2,n (u2,n−1) ∧ ...∧
dui0−1,n
ui0−1,n (ui0−1,n−1)
∧ dui0+1,n
ui0+1,n (ui0+1,n−1)
∧ ...∧ dun−2,n
un−2,n (un−2,n−1) . (106)
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4.2 The polarisation scattering form
In this paragraph we define and study the scattering form
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) = E (p,ε,z)
dnz
dω
. (107)
This scattering form involves the polarisation factor E(p,ε,z). Originally, the polarisation factor
E(p,ε,z) is defined in terms of the reduced Pfaffian
(−1)i+ j
2
(
zi− z j
)Pf Ψi ji j, (108)
where Ψ
i j
i j is the (2n−2)× (2n−2)-matrix obtained from the (2n)× (2n)-matrix Ψ by deleting
the rows and columns i and j (with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n). It can be shown that this definition is
independent of the choice of i and j if
1. the momenta are on-shell: p2j = 0,
2. the polarisations are transverse: ε j · p j = 0,
3. the variables z are solutions of the scattering equations: f j(z, p) = 0.
We will need to relax all three conditions. The requirement to relax condition (3) is obvious: We
want to study the polarisation factor E(p,ε,z) on the full moduli space M 0,n and not just on a
zero-dimensional sub-variety defined by the solutions of the scattering equations. The require-
ments to relax conditions (1) and (2) become apparent once we start to discuss the structure of
possible factorisations. Let us choose a dihedral structure, which we take without loss of gener-
ality as pi = (1,2, ...,n) and pick i0 ∈ {2, ...,n−2}. This defines a chord (i0,n), which divides the
original n-gon into two smaller polygons. We set
p′ = (p1, p2, ..., pi0, pi0+1+ pi0+2+ ...+ pn) ,
p′′ = (p1+ p2+ ...+ pi0, pi0+1, pi0+2, ..., pn) . (109)
Note that the momenta of p′ and p′′ are no longer necessarily on the mass-shell. However, they
satisfy momentum conservation. Thus in general we have
p2j 6= 0. (110)
For the polarisation vectors we set
ε′ = (ε1,ε2, ...,εi0,εe) ,
ε′′ = (ε∗e,εi0+1,εi0+2, ...,εn) , (111)
where we introduced for the new edge defined by the chord (i0,n) a new polarisation vector εe.
In four space-time dimensions massless gauge bosons have two physical polarisations, which we
may take as
ε+µ (p,q) =−
〈p+ |γµ|q+〉√
2〈p−|q+〉 , ε
−
µ (p,q) =
〈p−|γµ|q−〉√
2〈p+ |q−〉 , (112)
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Figure 6: The left picture shows the tree structure underlying a five-valent vertex from L (5). For
the intermediate propagators we may introduce auxiliary particles, shown in green and red in the
middle picture. Introducing quantum numbers g, g¯ and r, r¯ such that the new auxiliary particles
propagate only from g to g¯ and from r to r¯ ensures that the new three-valent vertices (shown in
the right picture) recombine only into the original five-valent vertex.
where p is the momentum of the gauge boson and q is an arbitrary light-like reference momen-
tum. The polarisation sum over the physical polarisation is given by
∑
λ∈{+,−}
(
ελµ
)∗
ελν = −gµν +
pµqν
p ·q +
qµpν
p ·q . (113)
On both sides we have a 4×4-matrix (in µ, ν) of rank 2. In order to obtain a matrix of full rank,
let us supplement the two physical polarisations ε+ and ε− by two un-physical polarisations ε0
and ε0¯, sucht that
∑
λ∈{+,−,0,0¯}
(
ελµ
)∗
ελν = −gµν. (114)
In D space-time dimensions we have (D− 2) physical polarisations and 2 un-physical polari-
sations. In this paper we will never need to specify the explicit expressions for the polarisation
vectors. We only need to assume that in arbitrary space-time dimensions there is a set of (physical
and un-physical) polarisation vectors indexed by λ such that
∑
λ
(
ελµ
)∗
ελν = −gµν. (115)
With this generalisation we now have in general
ε j · p j 6= 0. (116)
Analogously we may introduce (un-physical) polarisations ελµν for the auxiliary tensor particle
appearing in eq. (17) and eq. (18), such that
∑
λ
(
ελµν
)∗
ελρσ = −
1
2
p2
(
gµρgνσ−gµσgνρ
)
. (117)
We may iterate this procedure for all new vertices appearing in the effective Lagrangian of
eq. (21). As an example we discuss a five-valent vertex, appearing in L (5). This vertex has
an underlying tree structure as shown in the left picture of fig. (6). (For five points there is only
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one possible underlying tree structure.) We may introduce two auxiliary particles for the inter-
mediate edges, as shown in the middle picture of fig. (6). We may associate quantum numbers
to these particles, say g and r, such that the propagation is only from g to g¯ and from r to r¯. In
this way we obtain three new three-valent vertices, as shown in the right picture of fig. (6). Note
that the introduction of the quantum numbers g and r ensures, that the new auxiliary vertices and
propagators recombine only into the original five-valent vertex.
In the following we will write
∑
f , λ
(118)
for a sum over particle species f (gauge boson and auxiliary particles) and the corresponding
polarisations λ. By a factorisation of a numerator N(G) corresponding to a graph G= (G1,G2)
we understand a factorisation of the form
N (G) = ∑
f , λ
N (G1)N (G2) , (119)
where the sum is over all particles and polarisations corresponding to the edge connecting the
sub-graphs G1 and G2.
The reduced Pfaffian has been studied quite extensively in the literature [32–41]. The ex-
pression given by the reduced Pfaffian is not very well suited to generalise towards off-shell
momenta, unphysical polarisation or away from the solutions of the scattering equations. Ap-
pendix A.2 provides further details on this point. In order to construct the polarisation factor
E(p,ε,z) in the general off-shell case with unphysical polarisations and away from the solutions
of the scattering equations we proceed along a different way. As polarisation factor we may take
E (p,ε,z) = ∑
κ∈S(i, j)n−2
C (κ,z) NBCJcomb (κ) , (120)
where i, j ∈ {1, ...,n}, i 6= j and κ is a permutation of {1, ...,n}with κ1 = i and κn = j. The set of
all these permutations is denoted by S(i, j)n−2. The BCJ-numerators N
BCJ
comb(κ) have been defined in
eq. (28). Eq. (120) is clearly invariant under the (n−2)! permutations of {1, ...,n}\{i, j}. It can
be shown that eq. (120) is actually invariant under all n! permutations of {1, ...,n} and therefore
independent of the choice of i and j. A proof is given in appendix C. Our standard choice will
be i= 1 and j = n, yielding
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) = E (p,ε,z)
dnz
dω
,
E (p,ε,z) = ∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
C (κ,z) NBCJcomb (κ) , (121)
where the sum is now over all (n−2)! permutations of {2, ...,(n−1)}, keeping κ1= 1 and κn = n
fixed.
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Let us now discuss the properties of Ω
pol
scattering. As already mentioned, the polarisation factor
E(p,ε,z) is permutation-invariant, hence Ωpolscattering is permutation-invariant.
Eq. (121) is an expansion in cyclic factors. This has three immediate implications. First of
all, PSL(2,C)-invariance is manifest. Secondly, it follows that the only singularities of Ω
pol
scattering
occur when two of the z’s coincide, thus on the divisor M 0,n\M0,n. Thirdly, from the discussion
in section 4.1 it follows that all singularities are logarithmic.
It is a little bit harder to show the remaining two properties: Firstly, we have to show that
E(p,ε,z) as defined by eq. (121) agrees with the reduced Pfaffian in the on-shell limit with
physical polarisations and on the sub-variety defined by the scattering equations. Secondly, we
have to establish the factorisation of the residues.
Let us start with the equivalence of E(p,ε,z)with the reduced Pfaffian for on-shell momenta,
physical polarisations and on the sub-variety defined by the scattering equations. Let us therefore
assume on-shell momenta and physical polarisations. E(p,ε,z) agrees with the reduced Pfaffian
for all (n−3)! solutions of the scattering equations z( j) if and only if
i
∮
C
dΩCHY C (σ,z)E (p,ε,z) (122)
reproduces the Yang-Mills amplitude An(σ, p,ε) for a basis of (n− 3)! cyclic orders σ. Since
E(p,ε,z) is permutation-invariant it suffices to check eq. (122) for one cyclic order σ. It is
convenient to take σ = (1,2, ...,n). From eq. (20) we have
An (σ, p,ε) = i(−1)n−3 ∑
G∈Tn(σ)
NBCJ(G) ∏
e∈E(G)
1
se
. (123)
Working out eq. (122) we obtain
i
∮
C
dΩCHY C (σ,z)E (p,ε,z) = (124)
i(−1)n−3 ∑
G∈Tn(σ)
(
∏
e∈E(G)
1
se
)
∑
σ˜∈CO(G)
∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(σ,κ)NBCJcomb (κ) ,
where we used a formula similar to eq. (8) to exchange summation orders and where we used
eq. (15). The symbol δσ,σ′ equals 1 if σ = σ
′ as n-tuples and zero otherwise. Let us denote
NˆBCJ(G) = ∑
σ˜∈CO(G)
∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(σ,κ)NBCJcomb (κ) . (125)
Eq. (123) and eq. (124) are certainly equal if
NˆBCJ(G) = NBCJ(G). (126)
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Actually, it would be sufficient if NˆBCJ(G) and NBCJ(G) are related by a generalised gauge
transformation, i.e.
∑
G∈Tn(σ)
NˆBCJ(G)−NBCJ(G)
∏
e∈E(G)
se
= 0. (127)
However, for the case at hand one can show that the stronger condition of eq. (126) holds. In
fact, NˆBCJ(G) is nothing else than the reduction of the numerator NBCJ(G) to the basis of BCJ-
numerators NBCJcomb (κ) with κ ∈ S(1,n)n−2 by repeated use of eq. (26). The details are given in ap-
pendix B. Having established that the definition of the polarisation factor in eq. (120) agrees
with the reduced Pfaffian for on-shell momenta, physical polarisations and on the sub-variety
defined by the scattering equations, we may use the expression of eq. (120) also for the gravity
amplitudes.
Let us now look at the factorisation of the residues. We consider the dihedral extension
M pi0,n. Without loss of generality we may take pi = (1,2, ...,n). Further let i0 ∈ {2, ...,n− 2}.
The variable i0 defines a chord (i0,n) and a cross-ratio ui0,n. We now consider the behaviour of
Ω
pol
scattering(p,ε,z) in the limit ui0,n → 0. Let us denote by Y the hypersurface given by ui0,n = 0.
The chord (i0,n) divides the n-gon defined by pi into two smaller polygons. We denote by p′
and ε′ the induced data of one of the two smaller polygons, and by p′′ and ε′′ the induced data
of the other smaller polygon. The new momenta p′ and p′′ are defined by eq. (109), the new
polarisations ε′ and ε′′ according to eq. (111). Let us introduce the set of indices
I′ = {1,2, ..., i0,e} , I′′ = {e, i0+1, i0+2, ...,n} . (128)
We denote by S(1,e)i0−1 the set of permutations κ
′ of the set I′, where the values κ′1 = 1 and κ
′
i0+1
= e
are fixed. Similarly, we denote by S(e,n)n−i0−1 the set of permutations κ
′′ of the set I′′, where the
values κ′′1 = e and κ
′′
n−i0+1 = n are fixed. For
κ′ =
(
1,κ′2, ...,κ
′
i0,e
) ∈ S(1,e)i0−1, κ′′ = (e,κ′′i0+1, ...,κ′′n−1,n) ∈ S(e,n)n−i0−1 (129)
we define κ = (κ′,κ′′) by
κ =
(
1,κ′2, ...,κ
′
i0,κ
′′
i0+1, ...,κ
′′
n−1,n
)
. (130)
We would like to show
ResYΩ
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) = ∑
f , λ
(−1)i0−1Ωpolscattering
(
p′,ε′,z
)∧Ωpolscattering (p′′,ε′′,z) . (131)
Let us first look at the left-hand side. From the definition in eq. (121) we have
ResYΩ
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) = ∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
NBCJcomb (κ)ResYΩ
pol
cyclic (κ,z) . (132)
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From section 4.1 we know that there is only a residue if κ ∼(i0,n) pi. This is the case, if κ can be
written as κ = (κ′,κ′′) with κ′ ∈ S(1,e)i0−1 and κ′′ ∈ S
(e,n)
n−i0−1. Therefore
l.h.s. = (−1)i0−1 ∑
κ′∈S(1,e)i0−1
∑
κ′′∈S(e,n)n−i0−1
NBCJcomb
(
(κ′,κ′′)
)
Ω
cyclic
scattering
(
κ′,z
)∧Ωcyclicscattering (κ′′,z) .
(133)
Now, NBCJcomb((κ
′,κ′′)) is the BCJ-numerator of a multi-peripheral graph and factorises as
NBCJcomb
(
(κ′,κ′′)
)
= ∑
f , λ
NBCJcomb
(
κ′
)
NBCJcomb
(
κ′′
)
. (134)
Therefore
l.h.s.=
(−1)i0−1 ∑
f , λ
∑
κ′∈S(1,e)i0−1
NBCJcomb
(
κ′
)
Ω
cyclic
scattering
(
κ′,z
)∧ ∑
κ′′∈S(e,n)n−i0−1
NBCJcomb
(
κ′′
)
Ω
cyclic
scattering
(
κ′′,z
)
,
and hence
l.h.s. = ∑
f , λ
(−1)i0−1Ωpolscattering
(
p′,ε′,z
)∧Ωpolscattering (p′′,ε′′,z) , (135)
which proves the claim.
4.2.1 Examples
Let us look at a few examples. We consider again M pi0,n with pi = (1,2, ...,n). We fix z1 = 0,
zn−1 = 1 and zn = ∞. We look at the scattering form Ω
pol
scattering for external gauge bosons. The
simplest case is n= 3. We have the 0-form
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) =
(ε1 · ε2)(ε3 · (p1− p2))+(ε2 · ε3)(ε1 · (p2− p3))+(ε3 · ε1)(ε2 · (p3− p1)) . (136)
Up to a factor i, this is the three-point amplitude or equivalently the three-point vertex.
The next case is n= 4. Here we have
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) =
[
NBCJcomb ((1,2,3,4))
u2,4 (u2,4−1) −
NBCJcomb ((1,3,2,4))
(u2,4−1)
]
du2,4, (137)
with
NBCJcomb ((1,2,3,4)) =
4(p1 · ε2)(p4 · ε3)(ε1 · ε4)−4(p1 · ε2)(p3 · ε4)(ε1 · ε3)−4(p2 · ε1)(p4 · ε3)(ε2 · ε4)
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+4(p2 · ε1)(p3 · ε4)(ε2 · ε3)−4 [(p1 · ε3)(p2 · ε4)− (p1 · ε4)(p2 · ε3)] (ε1 · ε2)
−4 [(p3 · ε1)(p4 · ε2)− (p3 · ε2)(p4 · ε1)] (ε3 · ε4)−2(p1 · p2)(ε1 · ε3)(ε2 · ε4)
+2(p1 · p2)(ε1 · ε4)(ε2 · ε3)+2(p2 · p3− p1 · p3)(ε1 · ε2)(ε3 · ε4) , (138)
and NBCJcomb((1,3,2,4)) is obtained from N
BCJ
comb((1,2,3,4)) by 2↔ 3.
Finally, let us consider the case n= 5. Here we have
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) =
[
NBCJcomb ((1,2,3,4,5))
u2,5
(
u2,5−1
)
u3,5
(
u3,5−1
) − NBCJcomb ((1,3,4,2,5))(
u3,5−1
)(
u2,5u3,5−1
)
− N
BCJ
comb ((1,4,2,3,5))(
u2,5−1
)(
u2,5u3,5−1
) + NBCJcomb ((1,4,3,2,5))(
u2,5−1
)(
u3,5−1
) − NBCJcomb ((1,2,4,3,5))
u2,5
(
u3,5−1
)(
u2,5u3,5−1
)
− N
BCJ
comb ((1,3,2,4,5))(
u2,5−1
)
u3,5
(
u2,5u3,5−1
)
]
du2,5∧du3,5. (139)
We may rewrite this expression with the help of the Leinartas decomposition [42–44] as
Ω
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) =
[
NBCJcomb ((1,2,3,4,5))
u2,5u3,5
+
NBCJcomb ((1,2,4,3,5))−NBCJcomb ((1,2,3,4,5))
u2,5
(
u3,5−1
)
+
NBCJcomb ((1,3,2,4,5))−NBCJcomb ((1,2,3,4,5))(
u2,5−1
)
u3,5
+
NBCJcomb ((1,4,3,2,5))+N
BCJ
comb ((1,2,3,4,5))(
u2,5−1
)(
u3,5−1
)
−N
BCJ
comb ((1,4,2,3,5))+N
BCJ
comb ((1,3,2,4,5))(
u2,5−1
)(
u2,5u3,5−1
) − NBCJcomb ((1,3,4,2,5))+NBCJcomb ((1,2,4,3,5))(
u3,5−1
)(
u2,5u3,5−1
)
−N
BCJ
comb ((1,2,4,3,5))+N
BCJ
comb ((1,3,2,4,5))(
u2,5u3,5−1
)
]
du2,5∧du3,5. (140)
All occuring BCJ-numerators may be obtained from the BCJ-numeratorNBCJcomb((1,2,3,4,5)) by a
suitable substitution of the indices. The explicit expression for NBCJcomb((1,2,3,4,5)) is rather long
and not reproduced here. It is obtained in a straightforward way from the effective Lagrangian in
eq. (21). Let us however point out that NBCJcomb((1,2,3,4,5)) is not unique. This is related to the
free parameter a in eq. (25).
4.3 Summary on the factorisation of the residues
At the end of this section, let us summarise the factorisation properties of the residues of the
scattering forms Ω
cyclic
scattering(σ,z) and Ω
pol
scattering(p,ε,z). On M
pi
0,n with pi = (1,2, ...,n) we have in
the limit ui0,n→ 0
ResYΩ
cyclic
scattering (σ,z) =
{
(−1)i0−1Ωcyclicscattering (σ′,z)∧Ωcyclicscattering (σ′′,z) if σ∼(i0,n) pi,
0 otherwise.
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ResYΩ
pol
scattering (p,ε,z) = (−1)i0−1 ∑
f , λ
Ω
pol
scattering
(
p′,ε′,z
)∧Ωpolscattering (p′′,ε′′,z) , (141)
where Y denotes the hypersurface ui0,n = 0.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we studied the properties of the scattering forms Ω
cyclic
scattering and Ω
pol
scattering. These
are two differential (n−3)-forms defined on the compactifiaction M 0,n of the moduli space of
a Riemann surface of genus 0 with n marked points. The scattering forms are cocycles. The
scattering equations define a one-form η and Mizera [5] has shown recently that the scattering
amplitudes are given as intersection numbers of the scattering forms twisted by the one-form
η. With the two scattering forms Ω
cyclic
scattering and Ω
pol
scattering at hand we obtain, depending on the
combination we take, the scattering amplitudes within the bi-adjoint scalar theory, Yang-Mills
theory and gravity.
In this paper we investigated the scattering forms in more detail. We studied them on the
complete (n−3)-dimensional space M 0,n, not just on the zero-dimensional sub-variety defined
by the scattering equations.
The scattering forms have some remarkable properties, given at the beginning of section 4.
We have shown that the only singularities of the scattering forms are on the divisor M 0,n\M0,n,
that all singularities are logarithmic and that the residues at the singularities factorise into two
scattering forms of lower points. These properties provide a direct bridge from the scattering
forms, obtained from the CHY representation, to recent ideas involving associahedra and am-
plituhedra [4, 45–50]. It is probably fair to say that we now have a clear geometric picture of
tree-level amplitudes within the bi-adjoint scalar theory, Yang-Mills theory and gravity for any
number of external particles n.
We expect these ideas to be fruitful for a wider set of theories [51–63]. Another promising
and interesting direction is to explore these ideas beyond tree-level amplitudes.
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A The reduced Pfaffian
A.1 Definition
In this appendix we collect the original definition of the polarisation factor E(p,ε,z) in terms of
a reduced Pfaffian. We start from a (2n)× (2n) anti-symmetric matrix Ψ
Ψ =
(
A −CT
C B
)
(142)
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with
Aab =
{
2pa·pb
za−zb a 6= b,
0 a= b,
Bab =
{
2εa·εb
za−zb a 6= b,
0 a= b,
(143)
and
Cab =


2εa·pb
za−zb a 6= b,
−
n
∑
j=1, j 6=a
2εa·p j
za−z j a= b.
(144)
Let 1≤ i< j≤ n. One denotes by Ψi ji j the (2n−2)×(2n−2)-matrixwhere the rows and columns
i and j of Ψ have been deleted. Ψi ji j has a non-vanishing Pfaffian. The original definition of the
polarisation factor reads [1–3]
E (p,ε,z) =
(−1)i+ j
2
(
zi− z j
)Pf Ψi ji j. (145)
This expression is independent of the choice of i and j if the momenta p are on-shell, the polari-
sation vectors ε are transverse and the variables z are solutions of the scattering equations.
A.2 A counter-example
In this appendix we show that the reduced Pfaffian is not suited to define the polarisation scatter-
ing form. Let us start from
(−1)i+ j Pf Ψi ji j
2
(
zi− z j
) dnz
dω
. (146)
The first problem we face is that this expression is not independent of the deleted rows and
columns i and j as soon as we go away from the solutions of the scattering equations. We may
overcome this problem by averaging over all possible choices of i and j. Thus we are tempted to
consider
Ωtry (p,ε,z) =
2
n(n−1) ∑i< j
(−1)i+ j Pf Ψi ji j
2
(
zi− z j
) dnz
dω
. (147)
Let us specialise to the case n = 4. One may show that Ωtry is PSL(2,C)-invariant. We are
considering M pi0,4 with pi = (1,2,3,4). With the gauge choice z1 = 0, z3 = 1 and z4 = ∞ one finds
Ωtry (p,ε,z) = −2
3
(ε1 · ε2)(ε3 · ε4)s12du2,4
u22,4
+ ..., (148)
where the dots denote terms less singular at u2,4 = 0. Thus Ωtry has higher poles and does not
satisfy the property of having only logarithmic singularities on the divisor M 0,n\M0,n.
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Figure 7: An example of a generic graph with the cyclic order (1,2, ...,10). Vertices on the line
connecting particle 1 with 10 are drawn in blue, all other vertices are drawn in red.
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Figure 8: Reduction of the graph from fig. (7): A single application of the STU-relation at the
vertex v1 yields the two graphs shown in this figure. The left graph occurs with a plus sign, the
right graph with a minus sign.
B Reduction of the numerators
Let σ = (1,2, ...,n) be a cyclic order and G ∈ Tn(σ) a graph with this cyclic order. In this
appendix we show that
NBCJ(G) = NˆBCJ(G), (149)
where NˆBCJ(G) is defined by
NˆBCJ(G) = ∑
σ˜∈CO(G)
∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(σ,κ)NBCJcomb (κ) . (150)
Eq. (149) gives the reduction of an arbitrary BCJ-numerator into the basis of multi-peripheral
BCJ-numerators by repeated use of eq. (26). Let us first look at an example. Fig. (7) shows
an example of a generic graph with the cyclic order (1,2, ...,10). If we apply the STU-relation
at the vertex v1, we obtain the two graphs shown in fig. (8). The left graph has the cyclic or-
der (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) and comes with a plus sign, the right graph has the cyclic order
(1,2,5,6,3,4,7,8,9,10) and comes with a minus sign. These are exactly the cyclic orders (with
the correct sign) we obtain from swapping the branches at the vertex v1. We have a one-to-one
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correspondence between the terms occurring in the decomposition of NBCJ(G) into a multi-
peripheral basis and the cyclic orders obtained by swapping in all possible ways the vertices
indicated by red (but not the ones shown in blue) in fig. (7). Let us adopt the convention, that
in any cyclic order leg 10 occurs in the last place. Then, swapping the branches at a red vertex
will keep leg 1 in the first place, whereas swapping the branches at a blue vertex will give a
cyclic order where leg 1 is not in the first place. We may therefore sum over all cyclic orders
compatible with G and veto the ones which correspond to a swap at a blue vertex. The ones
which correspond to swaps at red vertices only are the cyclic orders κ ∈ S(1,n)n−2 . We thus arrive at
NBCJ(G) = ∑
σ˜∈CO(G)
∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(σ,κ)NBCJcomb (κ) , (151)
where δσ˜,κ selects exactly the cyclic orders, which are obtained from swapping branches at the
red vertices only.
C Permutation invariance of the polarisation factor
In this appendix we show the permutation invariance of the polarisation factor. We set
E1,n = ∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
C (κ,z) NBCJcomb (κ) ,
Ei, j = ∑
κ∈S(i, j)n−2
C (κ,z) NBCJcomb (κ) . (152)
We would like to show that
Ei, j = E1,n. (153)
We may split this into two steps, by first establishing Ei, j = E1, j and then in a second step
E1, j = E1,n. The proof for the step, which exchanges i↔ 1 is similar to the proof for the step,
which exchanges j↔ n, therefore it suffices to discuss one case. We show
E1, j = E1,n. (154)
E1, j is given by
E1, j = ∑
κ′∈S(1, j)n−2
C
(
κ′,z
)
NBCJcomb
(
κ′
)
, (155)
where κ′ is of the form (1,α′,n,β′, j) with α′∪β′ = {2, ...,n−1}\{ j} and α′∩β′ = /0. We may
replace the sum over κ′ by a sum over all possible choices for α′ and β′. Thus we write
E1, j = ∑
α′,β′
C
(
(1,α′,n,β′, j),z
)
NBCJcomb
(
(1,α′,n,β′, j)
)
. (156)
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Figure 9: The graph F ′ obtained from the graph underlying the numerator NBCJcomb((1,α
′,n,β′, j))
by swapping the branches at the vertex where leg n is attached.
Let G′ be the multi-peripheral graph corresponding to the BCJ-numerator NBCJcomb((1,α
′,n,β′, j)).
We denote by F ′ the graph obtained from the graph G′ by swapping the branches at the vertex
where leg n is attached. The graph F ′ has the cyclic order κ′F = (1,α
′,β′, j,n). An example is
shown in fig. (9). We have
NBCJ
(
G′
)
= −NBCJ (F ′) . (157)
Clearly
CO
(
G′
)
= CO
(
F ′
)
(158)
and for any cyclic order σ
(−1)nflip(κ′,σ) = −(−1)nflip(κ′F ,σ) , (159)
since F ′ differs from G′ by exactly one swap. From eq. (151) it follows that
NBCJ
(
G′
)
= ∑
σ˜∈CO(G′)
∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(κ
′,κ)NBCJcomb (κ) . (160)
Thus
E1, j = ∑
κ∈S(1,n)n−2
NBCJcomb (κ) ∑
κ′∈S(1, j)n−2
C
(
κ′,z
)
∑
σ˜∈CO(G′)
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(κ
′,κ) . (161)
This equals E1,n if
C (κ,z) = ∑
α′,β′
C
(
κ′,z
)
∑
σ˜∈CO(G′)
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(κ
′,κ) , (162)
with κ′ = (1,α′,n,β′, j). With the help of the Kleiss-Kuijf relations we may expressC(κ′,z) as
C
(
κ′,z
)
= (−1)1+|β′| ∑
σ∈(1,α′  ( j,β′T ),n)
C (σ,z) , (163)
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where |β′| denotes the number of elements of β′. Thus the right-hand side of eq. (162) equals
r.h.s. = ∑
α′,β′
(−1)1+|β′| ∑
σ∈(1,α′  ( j,β′T ),n)
C (σ,z) ∑
σ˜∈CO(G′)
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(κ
′,κ)
(164)
= ∑
κ′′∈S(1,n)n−2
C
(
κ′′,z
)
∑
α′,β′
(−1)1+|β′| ∑
σ∈(1,α′  ( j,β′T ),n)
δκ′′,σ ∑
σ˜∈CO(G′)
δσ˜,κ (−1)nflip(κ
′,κ) .
Therefore it remains to show
δκ,κ′′ = ∑
κ′=(1,α′,n,β′, j)∈S(1, j)n−2
∑
σ∈(1,α′  ( j,β′T ),n)
∑
σ˜∈CO(G′)
δκ′′,σδσ˜,κ (−1)1+|β
′|+nflip(κ′,κ) . (165)
Let us first discuss the case κ = κ′′. Without loss of generality we may assume κ = κ′′ =
(1,2, ...,n). The right-hand side of eq. (165) simplifies to
r.h.s. = ∑
κ′=(1,α′,n,β′, j)∈S(1, j)n−2
∑
σ∈(1,α′  ( j,β′T ),n)
∑
σ˜∈CO(G′)
δκ,σδσ,σ˜ (−1)1+|β
′|+nflip(κ′,κ) . (166)
The Kronecker delta δσ,σ˜ selects from the sums over σ and σ˜ the term σ = σ˜ = (1,α
′, j,β′T ,n).
In addition we must have κ = σ, i.e. α′ = (2, ..., j− 1) and β′T = ( j+ 1, ...,n− 1). Therefore
also the sum over κ′ reduces to one term. For κ′ = (1,2, ..., j−1,n,n−1, ..., j+1, j)we have
nflip(κ
′,κ) = n− j. (167)
We obtain for the right-hand side of eq. (165)
r.h.s. = (−1)1+|β′|+nflip(κ′,κ) = (−1)1+(n−1− j)+(n− j) = 1. (168)
Let us now discuss for κ,κ′′ ∈ S(1,n)n−2 the case κ 6= κ′′. This requires n ≥ 4. Without loss of
generality we may take κ′′ = (1,2, ...,n) and j = n−1. The Kronecker delta δκ′′,σ enforces then
β′ = /0 and α′ = (2, ...,n−2). We thus have κ′ = (1,2, ...,n−2,n,n−1). The graph G′ is then
the multi-peripheral graph
1
2 3
...
n−2 n
n−1
(169)
and the graph F ′ is the multi-peripheral graph
1
2 3
...
n−2 n−1
n.
(170)
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The only cyclic order of CO(G′), which is also an element of S(1,n)n−2 is
(1,2, ...,n) . (171)
Thus, the Kronecker delta δσ˜,κ enforces κ = σ˜ = (1,2, ...,n). Thus κ = κ′′. But this is a contra-
diction to the assumption κ 6= κ′′. Therefore all terms on the right-hand side of eq. (165) vanish
due to the Kronecker deltas and the right-hand side of eq. (165) yields zero for κ 6= κ′′. This
completes the proof of the permutation invariance of the polarisation factor.
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